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Asymptotic quantum transport models of a two-dimensional gas are presented. The
models are the stationary versions of those introduced in a previous paper by Ben
Abdallah, Méhats, Pinaud. The starting point is a singular perturbation of the three-
dimensional stationary Schro¨dinger–Poisson system posed on bounded domain.
The electron injection in the device is modeled thanks to open boundary conditions.
Under a small density assumption, the asymptotics lead to a full two-dimensional
first-order approximation of the initial model. An intermediate model, called the
‘‘2.5D adiabatic model’’ in Ben Abdallah, Me´hats, Pinaud is then introduced. It
shares the same structure as the limit but is shown to be a second-order approxi-
mation of the three-dimensional model. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1688432#

I. INTRODUCTION

The paper presents the stationary versions of the models previously analyzed in Ref. 11. These
models, first introduced in Refs. 32 and 33 in a formal approach, were originally implemented in
a stationary framework and with open boundary conditions. The objective of the paper is, as for
Ref. 11, to prove rigorously the asymptotics derived in Refs. 32 and 33. Before going into the
details, we recall the motivations of the introduction of open boundary conditions and confined
systems.

In nanoscale semiconductor, the electronic transport can be described in various ways. Very
often, like in resonant tunneling diodes,15,22,29,31the electrons are injected, through a wave guide
or quantum wire, into an active device where all the important physical effects take place. Con-
sequently, due to the ultrashort scale, a quantum description is needed into the device while in the
leads, two situations are possible: the transport can be considered either as classical or as quantum.
Then, the different descriptions have to be connected at the interface lead-active region. A
quantum–quantum case was first treated in Ref. 26 thanks to the introduction of suitable boundary
conditions and was analyzed in Ref. 6 while a classical–quantum one was studied in Ref. 5. Some
other examples of such coupling can be found in Refs. 7, 8, 12, and 18.

Besides, the operation of many quantum devices relies on the formation of a bidimensional
electron gas. Such a system is obtained by confining the electrons in one direction and allowing
for transport in the two other directions, the confining appearing at some junctions between
different layers. The reduced extension of the electron gas results, at low temperature, in an
increase of the mobility and therefore to a ballistic transport.2,25,30Again, at this level, several
strategies can be used: the transport along the nonconfined directions can be considered either as
classical or as quantum. The classical–quantum description give rises to the theory of sub-bands
which is widely used in the semiconductor physics literature.2,3,17,38 Such a model has been
rigourously derived in Ref. 9 and analyzed in Ref. 10.

The situation described in the paper is a fully quantum model: a heterostructure coupled to
electrons reservoirs through wave guides is considered. The electrons behavior is assumed to be
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quantum both in the device and in the leads and the electrons gas is assumed to be confined in a
particular direction. The initial model is a three-dimensional Schro¨dinger–Poisson system, where
the electrons are described by a mixed state,

2DCl
«1

1

«2 VcS z

« DCl
«1V«Cl

«5E«Cl
« , ~1.1!

2DV«5n«, ~1.2!

n«5E
L

uCl
« u2 dm~l!1boundary conditions, ~1.3!

wherem represents the statistics of the injected electrons andl is a set of quantum numbers with
values inL, and« can be seen as the ratio between the kinetic and the confining energies of the
electrons, see Ref. 11 for more details on the scaling. The external potential (1/«2) Vc(z/«) is a
confining potential and the potentialV« is the self-consistent potential due to space charge effects
and is expected to be slowly varying in thez direction. Due to the strong confinement, the wave
functions concentrate around the plane$z50% and the transport effects are almost two dimen-
sional. In Ref. 11, in a time-dependent and whole space picture, the limit«→0 was performed.
The electronic densityn«(t,x,z) concentrates into a surface densityns(t,x)d(z) and the limit
model was called2D surface density model. This model involves bidimensional Schro¨dinger
equations, coupled to a bidimensional equation for the potential. An intermediate model, called the
2.5D adiabatic model, first introduced in Refs. 32 and 33, was also derived and was shown to be
a second order approximation of the initial model. This model couples 2D Schro¨dinger equations
and a 3D equation for the potential. It has been shown numerically in Refs. 32 and 33, that the
2.5D model gives results in a very good agreement with those of the 3D model with a much lower
computational cost. In this paper, we will develop a similar strategy to justify the asymptotics in
the stationary framework. The differences in the analysis come from the boundedness of the
transport domain and the stationary character of the problem. This requires to derive new esti-
mates for the Poisson equation and to take particular care of the existence and uniqueness theory
of the nonlinear stationary problem. More precisely, the results are proven under three main
hypothesis: the first one states that the electrons are injected into the device on the ground state
and is necessary in order to obtain«-independent estimates. The two others hypothesis are directly
related to uniqueness result concerning the solutions of the open Schro¨dinger–Poisson system
stated in Ref. 6. In order to have uniqueness, one requires a weak coupling between the Schro¨-
dinger and the Poisson equations and also requires a statistics of injection avoiding the bound
states of the device.

Within the time-dependent picture, quantum confining on very general surfaces have been
previously investigated in Refs. 16, 23, and 28 for the linear Schro¨dinger equation. As pointed out
in Ref. 37, the quantum constrained system can be related to the Born–Oppenheimer theory for
molecular dynamics.24,35 Even if these theories are mainly developed in a time-dependent and
linear framework, they share similar properties with the problem presented in this paper. In the
different cases, the electron dynamics is located on the eigenspaces of the confining~or transverse!
Hamiltonian and is governed by an effective potential. In the present work, the main difficulty
stems from the nonlinearity due to the Coulombian interaction.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we introduce the spectral elements of the
confining operator, which enable to define the 2.5D adiabatic model; then we present in details the
different models where special care is given to boundary conditions; the main results of the paper
are presented in Sec. III; in Sec. IV we obtain some«-independent estimates for~1.1!–~1.3! and
we give existence and uniqueness results for the approximate models; in Sec. V, we prove that the
2.5D model is a second order approximation while in Sec. VI, the 2D model is proven to be only
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a first order approximation; Sec. VII is devoted to some extensions and comments; finally, an
appendix contains some basic results on the Schro¨dinger equation and some regularity estimates
for the Poisson equation which are used all along the paper.

II. NOTATIONS AND PRESENTATION OF THE MODELS

In the paper,V0 denotes a regular domain of dimension 2. First, we define the following
functional space.

Definition 2.1: Let1<p, q<1`. Then

Lx
qLz

p5H uPL1~V03R!, iuiLq,p5S E
V0

iu~x,• !iLp(R)
q dxD 1/q

,1`J
~with an obvious generalization of this definition for q51`). In the sequel,Lp(V03R) will be
more simply denotedLp.

For a functionf 5 f (z) belonging toL1(R) we denotê f &5*Rf (z)dz. In particular, ifn(x,z)
is the particle density, the surface density is defined byns(x)5^n(x,•)&.

A. Spectrum of the confinement operator

We introduce the properties of the confining potentialVc . We assume that it satisfies the
Assumption 2.2: The rescaled confining potential Vc5Vc(z) is a non-negative real-valued

function in Lloc
2 (R) such that

lim
uzu→1`

Vc~z!51`.

Under this assumption, the operatorA52 1
2(d

2/dz2) 1Vc defined onX5L2(R) with the domain

D~A!5$uPH2~R! such thatVc uPL2~R!%

is self-adjoint, non-negative, and has a compact resolvent~see, e.g., Ref. 34!. Hence, its spectrum
is purely discrete and consists in a strictly increasing sequence of non-negative real numbers
tending to infinity (Ep)pPN* . Moreover, the associated eigenfunctions (xp)pPN* , chosen real-
valued, form an orthonormal basis ofL2(R) and verify

;a.0, ;pPN* , 'Ca,p.0, such that, ;zPR, uxp~z!u<Ca,p e2a uzu. ~2.1!

The partial Hamiltonian involved in~1.1! is obtained by rescalingA:

A«52
1

2

d2

dz2 1Vc
«52

1

2

d2

dz2 1
1

«2 VcS z

« D .

This operatorA« on X5L2(R) has the domain

D~A«!5$uPH2~R! such thatVc
« uPL2~R!%.

Its eigenfunctions (xp
«)pPN* and eigenvalues (Ep

«)pPN* can be deduced by a simple rescaling from
those ofA:

xp
«~z!5

1

A«
xpS z

« D , Ep
«5

Ep

«2 .

We shall denote byPp
« the orthogonal projector onspan(xp

«). The spaceL2(R2,span(xp
«)) will

be called thepth subband. With an abuse of notation, we shall also denote byPp
« the orthogonal

projectorI^ Pp
« of L2(R3) on L2(R2,span(xp

«)).
The following technical lemma, proved in Ref. 11, will be used several times in this paper.
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Lemma 2.3: Let V«PW1,a(R) with aP@1,1`#. Then for any pPN* we have

i@Pp
« ,V«#iL(L2(R))<Cp «121/a i]zV

«iLa(R) ,

where@•,•# denotes the commutator of operators and Cp only depends on p.
Notice that this type of commutator estimates was already used in the semiclassical analysis of

electrons motion in periodic crystals. In that case, the projector is the projector on the energy
bands related to the Bloch decomposition, see Refs. 27 and 4.

B. Definition of the models

For the sake of completeness, the open boundary conditions introduced in Ref. 26 are derived
step by step in Appendix A. We set now the geometry of the device.

The device domain consists in an active region, denoted byV03R connected to semi-infinite
electrons reservoirs byn leadsV j3R, j 51,...,n, see Fig. 1 for a schematic drawing of the device
in V03@21,1# and Fig. 2. The full domain of the device isV3R, whereV5ø j 50

n V j . The
boundary ofV0 is split into a partG0 andn partsG j , j 51,...,n. We denote byv0 the boundary
(G03R)ø(V03$z56`%). The transport directions are denoted byxª(x1 ,x2) and the confined
direction byz. The local coordinates of the leadj , j Þ0 are denoted byh j andj j , see Fig. 2. The
confining potential insures that the electrons stay around the planeP5$xPV,z50%, see Figs. 1
and 2.

1. The 3D model

The 3D model is obtained by coupling the Poisson equation to a set of Schro¨dinger equations
to be solved on the domainV03R with open boundary conditions. A single electron injected with
an energyE« is represented by a wave functionC« solution of the Schro¨dinger equation

2DC«~x,z!1~Vc
«~z!1V«~x,z!!C«~x,z!5E« C«~x,z! in V03R, ~2.2!

whereVc
« is a confining potential andV« is, up to now, a given potential supported only inV0

3R. C« satisfies the nonhomogeneous open boundary conditions derived in Appendix A:

]C«

]h j
U

G j

5Zj
3D@E«#~C«!1Sj

3D@E«#, ~2.3!

FIG. 1. The device projected in$zP@21,1#%.
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C«50 on v0 . ~2.4!

The electrons populate the different sub-bands starting from the first sub-band. In Ref. 11, a model
close to the one presented is analyzed in the time-dependent picture. Therein, the«-independent
estimates are obtained using crucially the Stricharz estimates introduced by Castella in Ref. 14 in
order to solve the Schro¨dinger–Poisson system inL2. This theory does not useH1 energy esti-
mates. Obviously, within the stationary framework, the Stricharz estimates are not available and
one needsH1 theory to obtain energy estimates. In the time-dependent picture, when the initial
condition has a nonzero component on a sub-band with indexp>2, «-independenta priori bounds
in H1 are only derived on a small time interval while the time interval can be made arbitrarily
large for wave functions supported only on the first sub-band. Therefore, there is a little hope to
obtain estimates for the stationary problem if the electrons populate the upper sub-bands. Conse-
quently, we will only focus on the electrons injected on this first sub-band by assuming the
following hypothesis.

Assumption 2.4: LetQm
j andE m

j be the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the jth transversal
Schrödinger operator2]j j

2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then, we suppose that the elec-

trons are injected in the lead j0 , on the first sub-band, on the transversal mode m0 and with a
longitudinal kinetic energy k2. This implies thatSj

3D522 d j
j 0 ik Qm0

j x1
« and E«5E1

«1Em0

j 0 1k2.

The wave functionsC« are thus parametrized byl5(m0 , j 0 ,k), C«
ªCl

« ~the dependence on
the parameter 1 of first sub-band is omitted!. Notice that the assumption is compatible with some
physical situations called electrical quantum limit, see for instance the numerical simulations in
Refs. 32 and 33, where only the first sub-band is populated. This hypothesis is often verified in
structures like T-stubs, quantum couplers, or various types of transistors. Indeed, in two-
dimensional electron gases, the electron occupancy in the second sub-band is usually a small
fraction ~typically less than 10%! of the total electron density, see Refs. 36 and 20. Nervertheless,
in parabolic quantum well structures, the electrons population in the sub-bands can be carefully
controlled and the densities in two lowest sub-band can be similar to within 30%, see Refs. 19 and
21.

Assumption 2.4 thus implies that the boundary condition~2.3! reads

FIG. 2. The planeP.
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]Cl
«

]h j
U

G j

5Zj
3D@E1

«1El#~Cl
« !22 d j

j 0 ik Qm0

j x1
« . ~2.5!

In order to take into account self-consistent effects, the electrons are supposed to be injected in the
statel by a source in the leads and the electronic density is assumed to be in a mixed state. It reads

n«~x,z!5E
L

uCl
«~x,z!u2 dm~l!5 (

j 051

n

(
m051

` E
R1

!
F~ j 0 ,m0 ,k!uC j 0 ,m0 ,k

« ~x,z!u2 dk, ~2.6!

whereF( j 0 ,m0 ,k) is the statistics of injection andL is the set

L5@0, . . . ,n#3N!3R1
! .

The electrons being charged particles, they generate a self-consistent potentialV« through the
Poisson equation. It is assumed that the nonlinear interaction takes place only in the active region,
the domainV03R. Hence,V« solves

2DV«5n« on V03R, ~2.7!

V«50 on ]V03R, ~2.8!

V«→0 as uzu→`. ~2.9!

The fact that the electrons are injected on the first sub-band does not imply that the wave function
Cl

« has only a contribution on this sub-band. Indeed, the different sub-bands are coupled through
the z-dependence ofV«. Nevertheless, it will be shown that the upper sub-bands are weakly
populated since the potentialV« is slowly varying with respect to the variablez. The 3D model
finally read as follows.

The 3D model:

2DCl
«~x,z!1~Vc

«~z!1V«~x,z!!Cl
«~x,z!5~E1

«1El! Cl
«~x,z! in V03R,

Cl
«50 on v0 ; Cl

« satisfies ~2.5! on G j3R, j Þ0,
~2.10!

2DV«5n« on V03R, n«~x,z!5E
L

uCl
«~x,z!u2 dm~l!,

V«50 on ]V03R; V«→0 as uzu→`.

Existence and uniqueness:The model presented in Ref. 6 is slighty different from the 3D
model but the results can be easily adapted. It is proven in Ref. 6 that, for a generalm satisfying
an assumption of boundedness of the support, the 3D model admits a weak solutionCl

« in
H1(V03R). More precisely, the obtained density reads

n«5E
L

uCl
« u2 dm~l!1 sum of bound states.

This last statement means that the electrons having adequate energies are trapped into the active
region. In other words, the bound states of the device can be excited by the injected beam of
electrons~see Ref. 6 for more details!. This implies, conjugated with the nonlinear character of the
problem, the nonuniqueness of the solutions. Morever, the wave function satisfies estimates of the
type
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iCl
« iL2<

C

uE «2Elu
, ~2.11!

whereE « denotes an energy of the bound states. This leads to a nonintegrable singularity in the
computation of the density. To derive the asymptotic models, the nonuniqueness property is not
fundamental but in order to obtain error estimates, we need to recover uniqueness. This can be
done thanks to the uniqueness result of Ref. 6: if the bound states are avoided by the statisticsm
and if the nonlinearity is supposed to be weak enough the solutions are unique. Moreover, the fact
that the bound states are avoided implies also, thanks to~2.11!, some uniform bounds with respect
to l. This leads to the following definition.

Definition 2.5: Assume that V« is a given regular potential. Consider the operator2D1Vc
«

1V«2E1
« equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions onv0 and with the homogeneous trans-

parent boundary conditions (2.3) onG j3R, j 51,..,n with Sj
3D@E1

«1El#ª0. According to Ref. 6,
this operator has a purely discrete spectrum and we will call ‘‘energies of the bound states’’ its
eigenvalues(E i

«(V«)) i>1 .
In order to simplify the analysis and to avoid additional technicalities, we set in the simplest

way to make the electrons avoid the bound states, see Ref. 6. The requirement is given by the
following

Assumption 2.6: The measurem has a bounded support such that, forlPsuppm, there exists
C.0, «-independent such that

C<E 1
«~0!2El .

This implies that the electrons avoid all the bound states. Indeed, by the maximum principle,V«

is positive and thenE 1
«(0)<E 1

«(V«). Notice that above, this choice ofm is «-independent since
E 1

«(0) is also«-independent. This assumption is rather stringent in the general case and some ways
to waive this restriction are proposed in Sec. VII. Nevertheless, in the case of confined devices at
low temperatures, this hypothesis may nearly be verified. Indeed, in these structures, the typical
statistics of injection is a Fermi–Dirac statistics. It reads

F~E«!5
1

11expS EF
« 2E«

kBT D ,

where kB is the Boltzmann constant,T the temperature, andEF
« the rescaled Fermi level. In

practical,

EF
« 5E1

«1O~1!,

and the Fermi–Dirac reads

F~E«!5
1

11expS El1O~1!

kBT D ,

which exhibits an exponential decay at low temperatures and also at high energies.
The theorem of Ref. 6 reads, for given«, after a slight adaptation.
Theorem 2.7: (Ref. 6) There existsd~«! positive, such that for everym satisfying assumption

2.6 and

m~L!,d~«!

the 3D model admits a unique solution.
We shall see in the sequel thatd~«! can be chosen«-independent.
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2. The 2D surface density model

The 2D surfacic density model is the coupling between many 2D Schro¨dinger equations and
a 2D potential. When« goes to zero,uxp

«u2 concentrates around 0 and becomes then a Dirac
measure. This leads to the definition of the limit model by replacing the self-consistent potential
by its trace on the plane$xPV0 ,z50% and by replacing the 3D density by a 2D density multi-
plied by a Delta measure. The boundary condition~2.5! becomes

]cl

]h j
U

G j

5Zj
2D@El#~cl!22 d j

j 0 ik Qm0

j , ~2.12!

where

Zj
2D@El#~cl!5 (

m51

Nj (El)

ikm
j ~El!cm, j~0!Qm

j ~j j !2 (
m5Nj (El)11

`

km
j ~El! cm, j~0! Qm

j ~j j !.

The 2D surface density model then reads

2Dxcl~x!1V~x,0!cl~x!5El cl in V0 ,

cl50 on G0; cl satisfies ~2.12! on G j , j Þ0,
~2.13!

2DV~x,z!5ns~x!d~z! on V03R, ns5E
L

uclu2 dm~l!,

V50 on ]V03R; lim
uzu→`

V50 a.e. on V0 .

Definition 2.8: Assume that V is a given regular potential. Consider the operator2Dx

1V(•,0) equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions onG0 and with the homogeneous trans-
parent boundary conditions (2.12) onG j , j 51,..,n without source term. According to Ref. 6, this
operator has a purely discrete spectrum and we will call ‘‘energies of the 2D bound states’’ its
eigenvalues(Ei(V(•,0))i>1 .

3. The 2.5D model

The 2.5D adiabatic model is an intermediate model between the fully 3D model and the 2D
surfacic density one. It takes into account the small thickness of the electron gas and consists in
coupling a set of two-dimensional Schro¨dinger equations and the three-dimensional Poisson equa-
tion:

2Dxcl
«1^V«ux1

«u2& cl
«~x!5El cl

« in V0 ,

cl
«50 on G0 ; cl

« satisfies ~2.12! on G j , j Þ0,
~2.14!

2DV«5n«ux1
«u2 on V03R, n«5E

L
ucl

« u2 dm~l!,

V«50 on ]V03R; lim
uzu→`

V«50 a.e. onV0 .

Remark 2.9: According to Definition 2.8, the energies of the bound states of the 2.5D model
are naturaly denoted by(Ei(^V

«ux1
«u2&)) i PN!. Morever, if V is a potential independent of the

variable z, it comes easily thatEi(V)5E i
«(V).
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III. MAIN RESULTS

In this paper, we will prove the following theorems.
Theorem 3.1: Suppose that Assumptions 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 are satisfied. Then, there existsh

positive«-independent such that, for everym satisfying Assumption 2.6 and

m~L!,h,

the 3D model (2.10) and the 2.5D adiabatic model (2.14) admit unique weak solutions, respec-
tively, denoted by(Cl

3D ,V3D) and by(cl
2.5D,V2.5D). Moreover, h can be chosen such that we have

the following error estimates, uniformly inl, for a.0, for pP@1,2),

iCl
3D2cl

2.5Dx1
«iW1,p(V0 ,L2(R))5O~«12a!, ~3.1!

iV3D2V2.5DiW1,p(V0 ,L`(R))5O~«22a!. ~3.2!

Furthermore the surfacic densities defined by ns
3D5*L^uCl

3Du2& dm(l) and ns
2.5D

5*Lucl
2.5Du2 dm(l) satisfy

ins
3D2ns

2.5DiW1,p(V0)5O~«22a! ;a.0, ;pP@1,2!. ~3.3!

Theorem 3.2: Suppose that Assumptions 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 are satisfied. Then, there existsh
positive«-independent such that, for everym satisfying Assumption 2.6 and

m~L!,h,

as «→0, the unique solution(cl
2.5D,n2.5D,V2.5D) of the 2.5D adiabatic model converges to the

unique solution(f2D,ns
2D ,V2D) of the 2D surfacic density model (2.13) in the following sense: for

a.0, for pP@1,2),

icl
2.5D2f2DiW1,p(V0)5O~«12a!, ~3.4!

iV2.5D2V2DiW1,p(V0 ,L`(R))5O~«12a!, ~3.5!

ins
2.5D2ns

2DiW1,p(V0)5O~«12a!, ~3.6!

where ns
2D5*Lufl

2Du2 dm(l) and ns
2.5D5*Lucl

2.5Du2 dm(l). Furthermore, we have the following
bound from below:

iV2D2V2.5DiL21ins
2D2ns

2.5DiL2>C «, ~3.7!

where C does not depend on«.
A straightforward consequence of these theorems is the following.
Corollary 3.3: Suppose that Assumptions 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 are satisfied. Then, under the

notations of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, there existsh positive«-independent such that, for everym
satisfying Assumption 2.6 and

m~L!,h,

the 3D model converges as«→0 to the 2D model. Furthermore, we have the estimate

C1 «<iV2D2V3DiL21ins
2D2ns

3DiL2<C2 «12a.
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IV. «-INDEPENDENT ESTIMATES AND WELL-POSEDNESS

In this section, we shall obtain some«-independent estimates for the 3D and the 2.5D models.
To this aim, we will use Proposition A.1 for both models. Besides, the well-posedness of the 2D
and 2.5D models will also be studied.

Proposition 4.1: Let V« andCl
« be the solutions of the 3D model. Then, under assumption 2.2,

2.4, and 2.6 we have the following estimates, uniformly inl,

iCl
« iH1(V0 ,L2(R))<C, ~4.1!

i~I2P1
«!Cl

« iL2<C «, ~4.2!

iV«iW1,p(V0 ,Hs(R))<C f or pP~1,̀ !, s, 3
2 , p~112s!,8, ~4.3!

i~I2P1
«!Cl

« iH1(V0 ,L2(R))<C «12a, a.0, ~4.4!

where C is«-independent.
Proof: The proof of~4.1! and~4.2! is a direct application of Proposition A.1 Indeed, according

to the maximum principleV« is positive and according to hypothesis 2.4,Cl
« satisfies the bound-

ary condition~A10! with a51. It suffices to apply~A12! and ~A13! with f 50 to conclude.
The estimate~4.3! will be obtained by using the regularity properties of the Poisson equation

given in Appendix B. To this aim, we first remark that*Lu¹xCl
« u2dm(l) PL1 and

*LuCl
« u2dm(l)PLx

pLz
1 , for all pP@1,̀ ), thanks to~4.1! and the embeddingH1(V0)�Lp(V0),

p,`. This implies by interpolation, that forr ,2,

¹xn
«52 Re E

L
Cl

« ¹xCl
« dm~l!PLr ,1.

It suffices then to apply~B3! to conclude.
To prove~4.4!, we form the quantitywl

«
ª(I2P1

«)Cl
« . It can be easily seen thatwl

« solves

2Dwl
«1~Vc

«~z!1V«~x,z!!wl
«5~E1

«1El! wl
«1@P1

« ,V«#Cl
« ~4.5!

with boundary conditions~A10! with a50 and~A11!. Hence, the estimate~A12! of Appendix A
with f 5@P1

« ,V«#Cl
« implies

iwl
« iH1(V0 ,L2(R))<Ci@P1

« ,V«#Cl
« iL2<C «121/pi]zV

«iL
x
4L

z
piCl

« iL
x
4L

z
2

thanks to Lemma 2.3. We conclude the proof by using~4.1! and by noticing that~4.3! implies that
]zV

« is bounded inLx
4Lz

p for any p,`, thanks to the embeddingH1/22 (1/p)(R)�Lp(R), for p
P@2,̀ ), see Ref. 1. h

Proposition 4.2: Let V« andcl
« be the solutions of the 2.5D model. Then, under Assumptions

2.2, 2.4, and 2.6, we have the following estimates, uniformly inl,

icl
« iH1(V0)<C, ~4.6!

iV«iW1,p(V0 ,Hs(R))<C f or pP~1,̀ !, s, 3
2 , p~112s!,8, ~4.7!

where C is«-independent.
Proof: To prove~4.6! and in order to apply Proposition A.1, we form artificially the function

Fl
«(x,z)ªcl

«(x) x1
«(z) which solves

2DFl
«1~Vc

«1^V« ux1
«u2&!Fl

«5~E1
«1El! Fl

« in V03R
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equipped with boundary conditions~A10! with a51 and~A11!. ~A12! concludes then the proof
sinceV« is positive by the maximum principle.

The estimate~4.7! is proven analogously to~4.3! by using~4.6!. h

The existence and uniqueness of solution for the 2.5D and the 2D models are direct applica-
tions of Theorem 7.2 of Ref. 6. The result is the following.

Theorem 4.3: Let Assumptions 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 be verified. LetCl
3DPH1(V03R) be a

solution of the 3D model. Then, there exists anh positive such that, for everym satisfying
Assumption 2.6 and

m~L!,h,

the 3D, the 2.5D, and the 2D models admit unique weak solutions. The solutions in H1(V0) of the
2.5D and the 2D models are, respectively, denoted bycl

2.5D and fl
2D . Moreover, we have the

estimates, uniformly inl,

ifl
2DiH1(V0)<C, ~4.8!

iV2DiW1,p(V0 ,Hs(R))<C f or pP~1,̀ !, s, 3
2 , p~112s!,8. ~4.9!

Sketch of the proof:The basic tools are the Leray–Schauder fixed point theorem and the
regularity properties of the Poisson equation. The positivity of the potentialsV2D and V2.5D

coupled to Assumption 2.6 imply direct bounds on the densities thanks to~A12! with f 50 and
a51. It follows, thanks to the Poisson equation, Lemmas B.1 and B.2, some compactness prop-
erties of the mapping and then to the existence result. The uniqueness is given by the fact that the
fixed point procedures become contractions if the densities are small enough inL1 norm. To this
aim, we notice that, thanks to~4.1!, ~4.6! for n3D andn2.5D, and thanks to~A12! for n2D,

in3DiL1<Cm~L!, in2.5DiL1<Cm~L!, in2DiL1<Cm~L!,

and then it suffices to chooseh small enough such that each of the Leray–Schauder mappings are
contractions. Equations~4.8! and ~4.9! are direct applications of~A12! and Lemma B.2.

V. THE 2.5D MODEL IS A SECOND ORDER APPROXIMATION

In this section, we end the proof of Theorem 3.1 initiated in the preceding section. The used
strategies are the same as Ref. 11. We assume that we are under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3
which insure that the 3D and 2.5D models admit unique solutions. We denote respectively, by
(Cl

3D ,V3D) and (cl
2D ,V2D), these solutions. We start by proving~3.2! by settingV3D2V2.5D

5V1R1
«1R2

« with

2DV5ux1
«u2~ns

3D2n2.5D!, 2DR1
«5r 1

« , 2DR2
«5r 2

«

equipped with boundary conditions~B2! and where

ns
3D5E

L
E

R
uP1

«Cl
3Du2 dzdm~l!, r 1

«52 ReE
L

P1
«Cl

3D ~I2P1
«!Cl

3D dm~l!,

r 2
«5E

L
u~I2P1

«!Cl
3Du2 dm~l!.

Estimating the remainder terms R1
« and R2

« : Thanks to~4.1! and ~4.4!, we have directly, for
r ,2 andd.0,

ir 1
«iW1,r (V0 ,L1(R))<C «12d,
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ir 2
«iW1,r (V0 ,L1(R))<C «22d,

iz r1
«iW1,r (V0 ,L1(R))<izx1

«iL2(R) «12a<C «22a.

This implies thatR2
« is almost of order two whileR1

« is, up to now, almost of order one. To get one
order more forR1

« , we will use~B5! of Appendix B. To this aim, we remark by orthogonality of
P1

«Cl
3D and (I2P1

«)Cl
3D that

E
R
r 1

«~x,z! dz50.

Thereby,~B5! applies. Choosings5 1
21a, b5122a with a positive and close to 0, we obtain,

for all d positive andp,2,

iR1
«iW1,p(V0 ,H1/21a(R))<C «22d,

iR2
«iW1,p(V0 ,H1/21a(R))<C «22d

which leads to bounds inW1,p(V0 ,L`(R)) thanks to the embeddingH1/21a(R)�L`(R) for all a
positive.

It remains now to treatV. In order to estimateux1
«u2(ns

3D2n2.5D), we use the Schro¨dinger
equation solved bywl

«
ªP1

«Cl
3D2x1

« cl
2.5D:

2Dwl
«1Vc

«wl
«1^V3D ux1

«u2& wl
«5~E1

«1El!wl
«1 f «1g«

equipped with the transparent homogeneous boundary conditions~A10! with a50 and where

f «52P1
« V3D ~I2P1

«!Cl
3D, g«5^~V2.5D2V3D! ux1

«u2&x1
«cl

2.5D.

Remarking that

P1
« V3D ~I2P1

«!5P1
«@P1

« ,V3D#,

we deduce from Lemma 2.3,~4.3! and ~4.4! that, ford strictly positive,

i f «iL2<C «121/pi]zV
3DiL

x
4L

z
pi~I2P1

«!Cl
« iH1(V0 ,L2(R))5O~«22d!

thanks to the embeddingH
1
22 (1/p)(R)�Lp(R), for pP@2,̀ ). Besides, according to~4.6!, for r

.2

ig«iL2<CiV3D2V2DiL
x
r L

z
`

and we obtain finally, thanks to~A12!, ~4.22!, and~4.6!, that

iwl
« iH1(V0 ,L2(R))<Ci f «iL21Cig«iL2<O~«22d!1CiV3D2V2DiL

x
r L

z
`,

ins
3D2n2.5DiW1,p(V0)<Cm~L!1/2 S E

L
iwl

« iH1(V0 ,L2(R))
2 dm~l! D 1/2

<O~«22d!1C m~L! iV3D2V2DiL
x
r L

z
`,

for d.0, r .2, andp,2. Applying ~B3! in order to boundV, we find, according to the above
estimate,
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iViW1,p(V0 ,L`(R))<C «22d1C m~L! iV3D2V2DiL
x
r L

z
`.

Gathering now the different estimates onR1
« , R2

« , andV leads to

iV3D2V2DiW1,p(V0 ,L`(R))<C «22d1C m~L! iV3D2V2DiL
x
r L

z
`.

Choosing r< @2p/(22p)# and m~L! small enough end the proof thanks to the embedding
W1,p(V0)�Lr(V0).

VI. THE 2D MODEL IS A FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATION

In this section, we end the proof of Theorem 3.2. We first assume that we are under the
hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 which insure that the 2D and 2.5D models admit unique solutions. We
denote, respectively, by (cl

2.5D,V2.5D) and (fl
2D ,V2D), these solutions. We start by proving~3.5!

by writing

2D~V2.5D2V2D!5ux1
«u2~ns

2.5D2ns
2D!1ns

2D ~ ux1
«u22d~z!! ~6.1!

equipped with the boundary conditions~B2!. In order to apply~B3! to ~6.1!, we first estimate the
quantityns

2.5D2ns
2D by using the Schro¨dinger equation solved bywl

«
ªx1

«(cl
2.5D2fl

2D):

2Dwl
«1Vc

«wl
«1^V2.5Dux1

«u2& wl
«5~E1

«1El!wl
«1 f «

equipped with the transparent homogeneous boundary conditions~A10! with a50 and where

f «5~V2D~•,0!2^V2.5Dux1
«u2&!x1

«fl
2D.

Estimating the source term f«: We have

i f «iL2<~ iV2D2V2.5DiL
x
pL

z
`1i^~V2D~•,0!2V2D! ux1

«u2&iLp(V0)!ifl
2DiH1(V0)

<CiV2D2V2.5DiL
x
pL

z
`1Ci]zV

2DiL
x
pL

z
a^z121/aux1

«u2&,

p.2<CiV2D2V2.5DiL
x
pL

z
`1O~«12d!, d.0,

where we used the estimates~4.8!, ~4.9! and the embeddingsH1(V0)�Lq(V0), q,` and
H1/22 (1/a)(R)�La(R), aP@2,̀ ). Applying now ~A12! in order to estimatewl

« , we obtain
uniformly in l, thanks to the above estimate of the source termf «, for p.2, d.0, andr ,2,

iwl
« iH1(V0 ,L2(R))<CiV2D2V2.5DiL

x
pL

z
`1O~«12d!, ~6.2!

ins
2.5D2ns

2DiW1,r (V0)<Cm~L!iV2D2V2.5DiL
x
pL

z
`1O~«12d!. ~6.3!

It remains now to estimate the second part on the right-hand side of~B2!. To this aim, we find,
according to~B6!, for r ,2, p(112(s1b))<4r , s1b, 3

2,

i~2D!21~ns
2D ~ ux1

«u22d~z!!!iW1,p(V0 ,Hs(R))<C^zux1
«u2&bins

2DiW1,r (V0) .

Sinceins
2DiW1,r (V0) is bounded forr<2 thanks to~4.8! and sincê zux1

«u2&5O(«) thanks to 2.1,
we have finally, by choosingb512d, s5 1

21 (d/2),

i~2D!21~ns
2D ~ ux1

«u22d~z!!!iW1,p(V0 ,Hs(R))<O~«12d!. ~6.4!
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We are able now to estimate the differenceV2D2V2.5D by applying ~B3!. Gathering the
bounds~6.1!, ~6.3!, and~6.4! and thanks to the embeddingH1/21a(R)�L`(R), a.0, we find, for
d.0, q,2, andp.2,

iV2D2V2.5DiW1,q(V0 ,L`(R))<Cm~L!iV2D2V2.5DiL
x
pL

z
`1O~«12d!.

Choosingp< 2q/(22q) andm(L) small enough end the proof of~3.5!.
In order to prove~3.4! and ~3.6!, it suffices to apply~3.5!, ~6.2!, and~6.3!.
The estimate from below:For the proof of~3.7!, we introduce (ei ,l i) i PN* , the Hilbertian

decomposition of thex-Laplacian equipped with Dirichlet boundary condition on]V0 . Let g
PL2(V03R) and letu be the solution of2Du5g on the domainV03R with Dirichlet boundary
conditions on](V03R). It can be easily seen that the Fourier transformû of u reads

û~x,j!5(
i>1

~ ĝ~•,j!,ei~• !!L
x
2

l i1j2 ei~x!

and thus, thanks to the Fourier–Plancherel equality

iuiL2
2

5i~2D!21 giL2
2

5(
i>1

E
R
dj U~ ĝ,ei !L

x
2

l i1j2 U2

.

Hence, using the above equality, we find

i~2D!21~ns
2D ~ ux1

«u22d~z!!!iL2
2

5(
i>1

E
R
dj U~ns

2D ,ei !L
x
2

l i1j2 U2

U E
R
ux1

«u2~e2 i jz21! dzU2

>(
i>1

U~ns
2D ,ei !L

x
2

l i11
U2

E
0

1

djU E
R
ux1

«u2~e2 i jz21! dzU2

>C ins
2DiH21(V0)

2 E
0

1

djU E
R
ux1u2~e2 i«jz21! dzU2

. ~6.5!

Moreover, pointwise inj z, as«→0, we have

e2 i « j z21

2 i « j z
→1.

Consequently, definingh by

h~«!

«2 5
1

«2 E
0

1

djU E
R
ux1u2~e2 i«jz21! dzU2

,

the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies that

h~«!

«2 → 1

3 U ER
z ux1u2 dzU2

5C.

To conclude, we come back to~6.1! and ~6.5!. By noticing thatins
2DiH21(V0)5C, there exists

finally C0 «-independent such that

iV2D2V2.5DiL2
2

1ins
2D2ns

2.5DiL2
2 >i~2D!21~ns

2D ~ ux1
«u22d~z!!!iL2

2 >C0 «2.

This ends the proof.
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VII. REMARKS

We considered here a model without exterior potential. The analysis still holds if a regular
enough potential is added, for instance, a potential inLp(V0 ,W1,̀ (R)), with p.2.

We also assumed that the open setV0 is regular. This hypothesis can be weakened if the
boundary conditions prescribed for the Poisson equation are modified: for instance, considering a
square, we put Dirichlet boundary conditions in two parallel interfaces and Neumann conditions in
the orthogonal ones.

All the analysis presented in the paper strongly relies on the Assumption 2.6 which is essential
in order to obtain existence and uniqueness results. We conjecture that all the results still hold if
this assumption is replaced by the

Assumption 7.1: The measurem has a bounded support and there existsd positive,
«-independent, such that, ; i>1,

inf
lPsuppm

uEl2Ei~0!u.d,

where theEi are the energies of the bound states introduced in Definition2.8.
This assumption means that the statistics avoids the bound states of the linear open Schro¨-

dinger equation, see Ref. 6 for more details. To prove the theorems under this framework, one has
to show that the statistics still avoids the bound states when considering a nonzero self-consistent
potential. This can be done by a careful analysis of the open Schro¨dinger equation and by setting
a statistics whose total mass is weak enough such that there existsh~d! such that,; i>1,

inf
lPsuppm

uEl2Ei~V«!u.h~d!.

On the other hand, following again,6 a limit absorption procedure can be performed as well. One
may add to the energyE«, a complex termin with n.0. Then all the results applies without
Assumption 2.6. Then, the limitn goes to zero has to be investigated and the difficulty in this step
is to obtainn-independent estimates. This will require a precise statement of the rate of conver-
gence inn in order to preserve the different errors estimates. To conclude, the Assumption 2.6 can
be actually weakened but this improvment involves more technicalities than in the present analysis
and not directly related to the purpose of this work.
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APPENDIX A: THE LINEAR SCHRÖ DINGER EQUATION ON OPEN DOMAINS

In this section, we derive the open boundary conditions introduced in Ref. 6 and we give some
estimates for the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation equipped with such conditions. More pre-
cisely, we seek a generalized eigenfunctionC« solution of the Schro¨dinger equation associated
with the energyE«, this means

2DC«~x,z!1~Vc
«~z!1V«~x,z!!C«~x,z!5E« C«~x,z! in V3R, ~A1!

C« is bounded, ~A2!

C«50 on ]~V3R!, ~A3!
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where Vc
« is a confining potential and was defined in Introduction andV« is a given regular

potential, supported only inV03R. The equation~A1! is, in the leadj ,

~2]z
22Dj j ,h j

!C«~j j ,h j ,z!1Vc
«~z!C«~j j ,h j ,z!5E« C«~j j ,h j ,z!, j Þ0 , ~A4!

wherej j andh j are the local coordinates of the leadj , see Fig. 2. The boundary conditions are
obtained by explictly solving the Schro¨dinger equation in each lead. For this purpose, letQm

j and
E m

j , be the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of thej th transversal Schro¨dinger operator2]j j

2 with

Dirichlet boundary conditions.C« can be written under the form, in the leadj ,

C«~h j ,j j ,z!5(
p

Pp
«C«5(

p,m
Cp,m, j

« ~h j !Qm
j ~j j !xp

«~z!,

whereCp,m, j
« is the component ofC« on the basis (Qm

j
^ xp

«)p,m and solves

2
]2Cm,p, j

«

]h j
2 5~E«2Ep

«2E m
j !Cm,p, j

« . ~A5!

Hence, setting

km
j ~E«2Ep

«!5AuE«2Ep
«2E m

j u,

Nj~E«2Ep
«!5sup$m>1, E«2Ep

«.E m
j %,

we obtain

Cm,p, j
« ~h j !5am,p

j e2 ikm
j h j1bm,p

j eikm
j h j if m<Nj~E«2Ep

«!, ~A6!

Cm,p, j
« ~h j !5bm,p

j e2km
j h j if m.Nj~E«2Ep

«!. ~A7!

The modes associated withm<Nj (E«2Ep
«) are the propagating modes and the modes associated

with m.Nj (E«2Ep
«) are the evanescent modes. The coefficientsam,p

j are known whereas thebm,p
j

are the reflection–transmission coefficients and deduced from the solution. The boundary condi-
tions onG j are obtained by eliminating thebm,p

j coefficients and the result is,6,26

]C«

]h j
U

G j

5Zj
3D@E«#~C«!1Sj

3D@E«#, ~A8!

where

Zj
3D@E«#~C«!5 (

p51

` S (
m51

Nj (E«2Ep
«)

ikm
j ~E«2Ep

«!Cp,m, j
« ~0! Qm

j ~j j !

2 (
m5Nj (E«2Ep

«)11

`

km
j ~E«2Ep

«! Cp,m, j
« ~0! Qm

j ~j j !D xp
« ,

Sj
3D@E«#522(

p51

`

(
m51

Nj (E«2Ep
«)

ikm
j ~E«2Ep

«! am,p
j Qm

j ~j j ! xp
«~z!.

To summarize, the problem is solved only on the bounded domainV03R with the boundary
conditions~A8! andC50 on v0 .
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We rewrite now these boundary conditions in the case of the nonlinear transport model of Sec.
II B 1. According to Assumption 2.4, the energyE« is equal toE1

«1El , whereEl5Em0

j 0 1k2 and

am,p
j 5dp

1 dm
m0 d j

j 0 . This implies thatSj
3D takes the simpler form

Sj
3D@E1

«1El#522 d j
j 0 ik Qm0

j ~j j ! x1
«~z!.

Finally, in order to derive estimates for more general problems, we consider the following
system:

2DC«~x,z!1~Vc
«~z!1V«~x,z!!C«~x,z!5~E1

«1El! C«~x,z!1 f ~x,z! in V03R, ~A9!

]C«

]h j
U

G j

5Zj
3D@E1

«1El#~C«!22a d j
j 0 ik Qm0

j ~j j ! x1
«~z!, ~A10!

C«50 on v0 , ~A11!

wherea is a positive parameter andf a given source term. The well-poseness of this system has
been studied in Ref. 6.

Proposition A.1: LetC« be the solution of (A9)–(A11). Let fPL2(V03R), V«PL`(V0

3R) and V« non-negative a.e. Then, under Assumption 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6, we have, uniformly inl,

iC«iH1(V0 ,L2(R))<C ~2a1i f iL2!, ~A12!

i~I2P1
«!C«iL2<C « ~2a1i f iL2!, ~A13!

where C is a generic constant«-independent.
Proof: Consider the kinetic energy alongx and the kinetic energy alongz defined by

E kin,x
« 5E

V03R
u¹xC

«u2 dx dz, E kin,z
« 5E

V03R
u]zC

«u2 dx dz.

The potential energy and the external potential energy are, respectively, defined by

E pot
« 5E

V03R
V«uC«u2 dx dz, E ext

« 5E
V03R

Vc
« uC«u2dx dz.

We introduce also the energy coming from the boundary terms

E BC
« 52(

j 51

n E
G j 3R

]C«

]h j
U

G j

C« dj j dz.

A standard energy estimate for the Schro¨dinger equation, obtained after multiplication of~A9! by
Cl

« and some integration by parts, yields

E kin,x
« 1E kin,z

« 1E pot
« 1E ext

« 1ReE BC
« 5~E1

«1El!iC«iL2
2

1E
V03R

f C«dx dz, ~A14!

Im E BC
« 50. ~A15!

Besides, the boundary condition~A10! implies that
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ReE BC
« 5(

j 51

n

(
p51

`

(
m5Nj (El1E1

«
2Ep

«)11

`

km
j ~El1E1

«2Ep
«!uCp,m, j

« u222a k Im C1,m0 , j 0

« ,

~A16!

Im E BC
« 5(

j 51

n

(
p51

`

(
m51

Nj (El1E1
«
2Ep

«)

km
j ~El1E1

«2Ep
«!uCp,m, j

« u212a k ReC1,m0 , j 0

« 50, ~A17!

and we first deduce from~A16! and ~A17! that

uC1,m0 , j 0

« u<2a ~A18!

0<ReE BC
« 12a k Im C1,m0 , j 0

« . ~A19!

Moreover, according to Ref. 6, the operator2D1Vc
«1V«2E1

« equipped with~A10! and
~A11! with a50, has a compact resolvent and denote (E i

«(V«)) i PN* its spectrum and (F i
«) i PN* its

associated eigenvectors. SinceV«>0, thenE 1
«(V«)>E 1

«(0) and it can be easily seen thatE 1
«(0) is

«-independent. It follows, after a projection ofC« on the basis (F i
«) i PN* that

E kin,x
« 1E kin,z

« 1E pot
« 1E ext

« 1ReE BC
« 12a k Im C1,m0 , j 0

« 2E1
«iC«iL2

2
5(

i>1
E i

«~V«!u~C«,F i
«!u2.

Injecting this relation in~A14! leads to

~E 1
«~0!2El!iC«iL2

2 <(
i>1

~E i
«~V«!2El!u~C«,F i

«!u2<4a2 k1i f iL2iC«iL2,

where we used~A18! for the second inequality while the first inequality follows from the fact that
E i

«(0)<E i
«(V«) sinceV« is positive. We use now crucially Assumption 2.6 which implies that

E 1
«(0)2El.C, whereC is «-independent and this gives theL2 estimate, uniform inl,

iC«iL2<C~2a Ak1i f iL2!. ~A20!

To conclude the proof, we come back to~A14! and by using~A19! and ~A20!, we obtain

E kin,x
« 1E kin,z

« 1E pot
« 1E ext

« <E1
«iC«iL2

2
1C~4a21i f iL2

2
!,

whereC depends on suplPsuppmEl . Since

E kin,z
« 1E ext

« 5 (
p51

`

Ep
«iPp

«C«iL2
2

and sinceV« is non-negative, we haveE pot
« >0 and finally

E kin,x
« 1

1

«2 ~E22E1!i~I2P1
«!C«iL2

2 <C~4a21i f iL2
2

!

which ends the proof. h

APPENDIX B: THE POISSON EQUATION WITH L x
r L z

1 DENSITIES

This section deals with the regularity of the solution of the Poisson equation

2DV5n on V03R, ~B1!
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V~•,z!50 on ]V0 , lim
uzu→`

V~x,z!50. ~B2!

In the whole section,Lx
pLz

q denotes the spaces introduced in Definition 2.1.
Lemma B.1: (i) Let V be the solution of (B1) and (B2), let nPLx

r Lz
1 with rP(1,̀ ). Then for

s, 3
2 and p(112s)<4r , we have

iViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))<CiniL
x
r L

z
1. ~B3!

(ii) Besides, for s, 1
2 and p(312s)<4r , we have also

i¹xViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))<CiniL
x
r L

z
1. ~B4!

(iii) Let nPLx
r Lz

1 such that z nPLx
r Lz

1 , with rP(1,1`) and *R n(•,z)dz50. Then, for0
<b<1, pP@2,1`), s1b, 3

2 and p(112(s1b)<4r , we have

iViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))<Ciz niL
x
r L

z
1

b iniL
x
r L

z
1

12b
. ~B5!

(iv) Assume that n(x,z)5ns(x) (r(z)2d(z)) where nsPLr(V0) with rP(1,1`), wherer
PL1(R), non-negative such that zrPL1(R) and iriL1(R)51. Then, for0<b<1, pP@2,1`),
s1b, 3

2 and p(112(s1b)<4r , we have

iViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))<Ciz riL1
b insiLr (V0) . ~B6!

Proof: Taking the Fourier transform of~B1! with respect toz leads to

2DxV̂~x,j!1j2 V̂~x,j!5n̂~x,j!,

where

V̂~x,j!5E
R
V~x,z! e2 i z j dz, n̂~x,j!5E

R
n~x,z! e2 i z j dz. ~B7!

Since 2Dx , equipped with Dirichlet boundary conditions onV0 , is a sectorial operator on
Lp(V0), for pP(1,1`), we have

iV̂~•,j!iLp(V0)<
1

j2 i2DxV̂~•,j!1j2V̂~•,j!iLp(V0)<
1

j2 i n̂~•,j!iLp(V0) . ~B8!

Moreover,~B8!, ~B7!, and standard elliptic estimates imply

iV̂~•,j!iW2,p(V0)<Ci n̂~•,j!iLp(V0) , ~B9!

whereC does not depend onj. Besides, forp>2, we have thanks to the Ho¨lder inequality,

iViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))
p

5E
V0

S E
R
~11j2s! uV̂~x,j!u2 dj D p/2

dx

< I 1

11ja I
Lp/(p22)(R)

E
V0

E
R
~11j (2s1a)p/2! uV̂~x,j!up dj dx

<CE
R
~11j (2s1a)p/2! iV̂~•,j!iLr (V0)

r iV̂~•,j!iL`(V0)
p2r dj, ~B10!
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as soon as

0<12
2

p
,a, 1<r<p<`.

Coupling now~B8! and ~B9! and using the embeddingW2,r(V0)�L`(V0), for r .1, leads to

iViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))
p <CE

R
~11j (2s1a)p/2! iV̂~•,j!iLr (V0)

r iV̂~•,j!iW2,r (V0)
p2r dj

<CE
R
~11j2r 2(2s1a)p/2!21 i n̂~•,j!iLr (V0)

p dj

<CiniL
x
r L

z
1

p
if

1

j2r 2(2s1a)p/2PL1~@1,1`!!, ~B11!

where we used the fact thatun̂(x,j)u<in(x,•)iL1(R) . After some easy algebra, this gives the final
conditions for~B3!,

2<p,`, s< 3
2 , p~112s!,4r .

For ~B4!, we use a classical interpolation equality in Ref. 13 which insures that

i¹xV̂iLp(V0)<CiDxV̂iLr (V0)
1/2 iV̂iLt(V0)

1/2 <CiDxV̂iLr (V0)
1/2 iV̂iLr (V0)

r /2r iV̂iL`(V0)
1/2[12 ~r /t)# ~B12!

with 1/p 5 1
2@(1/t) 1 (1/r ).# This inequality implies, together with~B8!, ~B9!, for t>r .1,

i¹xV̂iLp(V0)<
C

j r /t i n̂iLr (V0) . ~B13!

ReplacingV by ¹xV in ~B11!, using estimates~B9! and ~B13!, we obtain by proceeding as for
~B11!,

i¹xViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))
p < I 1

11jaI
Lp/(p22)(R)

E
V0

E
R
~11j (2s1a)p/2! u¹xV̂~x,j!up dj dx

<CE
R
~11j rp/t2(2s1a)p/2!21 i n̂~•,j!iLr (V0)

p dj<CiniL
x
r L

z
1

p

as soon as

0<12
2

p
,a,

1

p
5

1

2 S 1

t
1

1

r D , r<t,
rp

t
2

1

2
~2s1a!p.1.

This concludes the proof of~B4! after some easy manipulations.
We end now the proof of Lemma B.1 by proving~B5!. If *Rn dz50, it can easily remarked

that

Un̂~x,j!

j U5U1j ER
~e2 i z j21!n~x,z! dzU<izn~x,.!iL1(R) ,

sinceue2 i z j21u<uz ju, ;(k,j)PR2. This leads to, thanks to~B11!,
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iViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))
p <CE

R
~11j2r 2(2s1a)p/22bp!21 S i n̂~•,j!iLr (V0)

p

jp D b

~ i n̂~•,j!iLr (V0)
p

!12b dj

<Ciz niL
x
r L

z
1

b p iniL
x
r L

z
1

(12b) p
if

1

j2r 2(2(s1b)1a)p/2PL1~@1,1`!!,

which gives the result.
For ~B6!, we just remark that

n̂~x,j!5ns~x!E
R
~e2 i z j21!r~z! dz

which is exactly the same form as above. h

In the same way, ifn is given byn(x,z)ªns(x) d(z), we have the following.
Lemma B.2: (i) Let V be the solution of (B1) and (B2) with n(x,z)ªns(x)d(z), where ns

PLr(V0) with rP(1,̀ ). Then, for s, 3
2 and p(112s)<4r , we have

iViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))<CiniLr (V0) . ~B14!

Besides, for s, 1
2 and p(312s)<4r , we have also

i¹xViLp(V0 ,Hs(R))<CiniLr (V0) . ~B15!
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